Copings • Caps • Treads

McNear Copings, Caps, and Treads are part of a matching suite of products,
including clay pavers, thin brick, and full-size bricks. Please consult our Web
site at www.mcnear.com or our other brick brochures to learn more about
our full range of products.
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franciscan
This streamlined shape is ideally suited for pool copings, providing an edge that can be safely
and easily gripped by big or little hands, but without unsightly bulges. The Franciscan also
makes a beautiful, safe stair tread, and as a wall cap it can be installed with either side up.
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This Ogee-based profile adds elegant detail to our pool copings, wall caps, or stair treads.
A Corinthian wall cap can be installed with either side up, producing two very different looks;
and as a strair tread, it has enough of a corner to make a safe, comfortable step.
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This traditional shape is very popular for wall caps and pool copings thanks to its smooth,
rounded profile.
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colors

Balmoral

Canyon

Santa Cruz

Whitehall

Sepia

McNear Red

Santa Fe Rustic

McNear Flash

Tuscan

Green Hills
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McNear Brick & Block manufactures a wide range of brick colors and
styles, and we generally stock matching Copings, Caps, and Treads
for our most popular products, some of which are shown below.
Other items, including custom shapes and colors, can be specialordered from the factory.
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